NORTH-SOUTH EXPRESSWAY

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Median Width
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Degree of Curve
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The North-South

3132) is viable without having to provide a direct

Expressway is a proposed four-

lane, divided, fully controlled access highway on
new location

56 kilometers

approximately

miles) in length in Caddo Parish, Louisiana.
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Connection from 1-220 to the junction of 1-49 and 1-

20.

If the 1-220 to 1-20 connection were to be

considered in the future, a separate environmental

The
analysis and document would be developed.

project study area is shown in Exhibit 1-1. The
northern terminus

of this project will be at the

Access to the North-South Expressway would be

Arkansas state line. This location was determined

limited

by the AHTD Final EIS highway location decision

interchange locations.

from Texarkana, Arkansas to the Louisiana state

crossed

line.

to

interchange access and include LA 1, LA 169, LA

Interstate 220 in Shreveport between the existing

170, LA 530, LA 2, LA 769, and LA 168. Access

Interstate 220 with LA 173 and

has also been proposed at U.S. 71 near Hosston

The

southern

interchanges

of

LA 1/U.S. 71.
Interstates

terminus

will connect

The design standards

specify

divided

used for

travel lanes with a

preferred median of 27 meters (90 feet) and a
design speed of 120 kmh (70 mph).
criteria

for

the

North-South

presented in Table 1-1.

The design

Expressway

are

to

on

by the

and

off

at

proposed

A number of state highways

proposed

facility would

have

and at Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive in Shreveport.
The number of lanes provided is dictated

by

providing a capacity that yields an acceptable level
of service (LOS) to the public. A traffic analysis
described later in this section has determined that
the North-South

Expressway would require two

lanes in each direction.
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